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Abstract: Fluorinated derivatives of biological molecules

have proven to be highly efficient at modifying the bio-
logical activity of a given protein through changes in the
stability and the kind of docking interactions. These inter-
actions can be hindered or facilitated based on the hydro-
philic/hydrophobic character of a particular protein

region. Diadamantyl ether (C20H30O) possesses both kinds
of docking sites, serving as a good template to model

these important contacts with aromatic fluorinated coun-

terparts. In this work, an experimental study on the struc-
tures of several complexes between diadamantyl ether

and benzene as well as a series of fluorinated benzenes is
reported to analyze the effect of H!F substitution on the

interaction and structure of the resulting molecular clus-
ters using rotational spectroscopy. All experimentally ob-

served complexes are largely dominated by London dis-

persion interactions with the hydrogen-terminated surface
areas of diadamantyl ether. Already single substitution of

one hydrogen atom with fluorine changes the preferred
docking site of the complexes. However, the overall con-

tributions of the different intermolecular interactions are
similar for the different complexes, contrary to previous

studies focusing on the difference in interactions using

fluorinated and non-fluorinated molecules.

Noncovalent interactions may be subtle, but they play a deci-
sive role in the chemistry of life (ref. [1] and references therein).

The surfaces of biological macromolecules, such as proteins or
DNA, often present extended hydrophobic areas with polar
groups in the inner part.[2] In this situation, noncovalent inter-

actions occurring with the surrounding groups may become

the dominating interactions for molecular stabilization.[3, 4]

Within the portfolio of noncovalent interactions, London dis-
persion (LD) interactions[5] have gained attention due to their

importance in fine-tuning structural stabilization and thus in

chemical reactivity and catalysis.[1b, 3, 4] Intra- or intermolecular
LD interactions can further stabilize structures and tip the bal-

ance towards a certain class of binding motifs.[1, 6, 7] Detailed
computational and experimental studies of systems engaging

in LD interactions are important for understanding their role in
governing structural arrangements of supramolecular non-

polar complexes.[4, 8] One of the canonical systems used in

benchmarking the performance of new quantum-chemical
methods is the benzene dimer.[9] Benzene’s chemical properties

can be significantly modified by substitution of hydrogen with
halogen atoms, especially with the highly electronegative fluo-

rine. In addition to its large electronegativity, fluorine also has
a low polarizability; exchange of hydrogen atoms with fluorine

in organic molecules thus results in enhanced bond polariza-

tion (C@H vs. C@F bonds). The effect of fluorine substitution on
the electronic density in the ring stems from the interplay be-

tween inductive and mesomeric effects and is additive with in-
creasing number of fluorine atoms, showing an inversion of

the ring electron density from benzene (p-cloud) to hexafluor-
obenzene (p-hole).[10] Such effective reversal of electron density
distribution in perfluorinated phenyl rings is a feature readily

applied in many fields, ranging from catalysis to bioactive mol-
ecules design.[11] Fluorination can also alter the physical and
chemical properties of proteins and peptides as well as their
biological activity, which makes fluorine substitution an ex-

panding research area.[12]

The effect of H!F substitution has been extensively studied

theoretically[8, 13] and experimentally in crystal structures

(ref. [14] and references therein). As in the case of substituted
stilbenes, already partial substitution can alter the crystal pack-
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ing dramatically.[14b,c] However, under the isolated conditions of
the gas phase, free of packing effects, there are fewer exam-

ples of this type of exchange and its effects. Water complexes
with benzene or fluorinated benzene have been used to study

the effect of this substitution.[15, 16] For example, hexafluoroben-
zene and benzene interact very differently with water. Fluorina-

tion leads to a structural rearrangement of the water in the 1:1
complex, going from an O@H···p hydrogen bond in benzene-
water to an O···p linkage in hexafluorobenzene-water. Interest-

ingly, the strength of the interaction was nevertheless found to
be almost the same.[15, 16] In these extreme cases of full substi-
tution, the water molecule is located above the aromatic ring
plane. However, in 1:1 complexes of the intermediates tetra-

fluorobenzene, p-difluorobenzene, and fluorobenzene with
water, the water molecule sits in-plane to the aromatic ring,

stabilized through O@H···F and C@H···O interactions.[16]

Here, we investigate the intermolecular interactions between
diadamantyl ether (DAE, C20H30O) and benzene as well as two

fluorinated benzenes to explore how a change in the electron-
ic density due to H!F substitution affects the interactions at

play and determines the preferred binding site in DAE-aromat-
ics complexes. DAE provides two qualitatively different docking

sites—the adamantyl subunits and the partially shielded

oxygen atom, so it can be used as a model that resembles
macromolecular systems with outer hydrophobic and inner

polar groups.
We use high-resolution, high-sensitivity broadband rotation-

al spectroscopy[17, 18] in the 2–8 GHz region; this low frequency
range is optimal for such large aggregates, which have large

moments of inertia, thus small rotational constants and low

transition frequencies. Rotational spectroscopy offers the possi-
bility to determine the structures of weakly bound complexes

in an isolated environment under the cold conditions of a su-
personic expansion. Since the molecules in the gas phase are

free of crystal packing or solvent effects,[19] the experimental
results can be compared with the outcome of quantum-chemi-
cal computations for benchmarking purposes. Due to the in-

herent fingerprint character of rotational spectra, structurally
related molecules like isomers, diastereomers, conformers, and
isotopologues can be easily differentiated.[6c, 20] To investigate
the fluorination effect on the structures of the complexes, a

systematic study was performed by increasing the degree of
fluorination in the aromatic ring starting with benzene

(Figure 1).
We observed rotational spectra of DAE complexed with ben-

zene (C6H6) (one observed isomer), fluorobenzene (C6H5F) (one

observed isomer), and hexafluorobenzene (C6F6) (two observed
isomers). The results provide relevant information on both

ends of the series. It must be noted that despite our efforts no
spectra for complexes with C6HF5 were observed.

The outer electron density surface of the DAE monomer is

quite homogeneous (Figures 1 and S1). It presents an almost
cylindrical shape with convex (“lobes”) and concave (“valleys”)

features created by the alkyl hydrogen atoms. The oxygen
atom is partially shielded by the two bulky adamantyl moieties,

but it influences the electron density in its immediate environ-
ment. Hydrogen bonding with the ether oxygen atom, O@

H···O, was previously observed to be the main interaction for
polar molecules R-OH (R = H, Et, and tBu).[21] A conformational
search using the GFN-xTB program[22] suggested that the aro-
matic ring can interact with the ether oxygen or with any alkyl

group from DAE, resulting in about 15 non-redundant minima
for each of the DAE-aromatic systems. During geometry opti-
mization at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)[23a,b]/def2-TZVP[23c] level of theory,

three distinct arrangements turned out to be especially favora-
ble for all the systems. Those positions were labelled as I, II or

III to differentiate between the positions of the aromatic ring
with respect to DAE (Figures 1 b, S2, and S3). After geometry

optimization, no structures with the aromatic ring interacting

directly with the ether oxygen, C@H···O or C@F···O, were found
among the lowest-energy isomers (DE = 6.6 kJ mol@1 for DAE-

C6H6-O). This is contrary to the complexes with water and sev-
eral alcohols, which bind to DAE mainly via hydrogen bond-

ing.[21] The computed rotational parameters for all the possible
complexes in these positions are collected in Tables S1–S5.

Figure 1. (a) The electronic density of DAE, and (b) the most stable positions
for the complexes represented for the DAE-C6H6 isomers. (c)–(f) Noncovalent
interaction (NCI) analyses for DAE-aromatic ring complexes. Areas in green
correspond to low electronic density, while red shows high electronic densi-
ty. For the NCI, green surfaces represent weak attractive interactions, red in-
dicates repulsion.
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In the following, we summarize the rotational spectroscopy
analysis for the three DAE-aromatic species and discuss their

structures and intermolecular interactions based on the spec-
troscopic and quantum-chemical results. Portions of the exper-

imental rotational spectra and the experimental and theoretical
rotational parameters are collected in the Supporting Informa-

tion and in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. The spectra of the
observed DAE complexes were too weak (vide infra) to observe

the singly substituted 13C- or 18O-isotopologues in natural

abundance, which would have provided us with the experi-
mental structures of the complexes. Thus, we restrict the analy-
sis to structure identification by comparing the experimental
rotational constants and the observed types of transitions with
the results of quantum-chemical computations. The type of
the observed rotational transitions can be particularly useful

for the assignment, especially for such large molecular systems.

According to the selection rules for asymmetric rotors, such as
the complexes studied here, so-called a-, b-, and c-type transi-

tions are allowed. Their strengths depend on the square of the
respective dipole-moment components ma, mb, and mc, which

are the projections of the electric dipole moment vector onto
the principal axes system. The observation or non-observation

of certain types of rotational transitions thus directly provides

information on the magnitude of ma, mb, and mc.

For DAE-C6H6, the experimentally observed complex shows
only b-type rotational transitions, which means that the ma and

mc values can be assumed to be small. The experimental rota-
tional constants could agree with both isomer I and isomer II,

which are computed to be isoenergetic (0.0 and 0.4 kJ mol@1,
respectively, Tables 1, 2 and S1). We assigned the observed

species to DAE-C6H6-I based on a slightly better agreement of
the B and C rotational constants although A seems to agree
better with DAE-C6H6-II (Tables 1, 2 and S1). The A rotational

constant is usually predicted with less accuracy by quantum-
chemical calculations than B and C. This effect can be especial-
ly important in our system due to the elongated shape of DAE
and the many possible binding sites for the aromatic partners.
Even a slight change in the orientation of the benzene ring
can produce a larger change in A than in the B and C rotation-

al constants. The assignment is supported by dipole moment
considerations; according to the sizeable mc value for structur-
e II (0.8 D), we would expect the observation of c-type transi-

tions, which were clearly absent in the spectra (Figure S10),
corroborating our assignment. We performed a noncovalent

interaction (NCI) analysis to illustrate the relevant intermolecu-
lar interactions in these complexes.[24] The DAE-C6H6-I complex

is stabilized via C@H···p and C@H···H@C LD interactions, and the

lobe-valley shapes between DAE and the aromatic rings are re-
produced (Figures 1 and S4). Additional NCI views and their

scatter graphs are provided in Figures S4–S9 in the Supporting
Information.

The analysis of the DAE-C6H5F complex brings up a compli-
cation in the assignment. Each of the three potential positions

of the aromatic ring (I, II, or III, Figure 1 b) with respect to DAE

presents six almost isoenergetic rotamers that only differ in
the position of the fluorine atom, denoted as a, b, c, d, e, and

f. Those six rotamers have similar rotational constants (Fig-
ure S3 and Tables S2–S4) because of the high mass contribu-

tion of the DAE moiety. However, the dipole-moment compo-
nents change substantially, which allows for their differentia-

tion. Experimentally, we observed only one DAE-C6H5F com-

plex, and it exhibits all three types of rotational transitions
(Table 1), corresponding to sizeable ma, mb, and mc dipole-

moment components. Overall, the rotamers belonging to DAE-
C6H5F-II are the lowest-energy ones (Figure S11 and Tables S2–
S4). They also show the best agreement with the experimental-
ly determined rotational constants. Among them, DAE-C6H5F-II-

e is the only one that presents dipole-moment components
in good concordance with the experimental intensities (ma&

Table 1. Experimental rotational parameters for the observed complexes.

DAE-C6H6-I DAE-C6H5F-II DAE-C6F6-II DAE-C6F6-III

A [MHz][a] 248.96955(7)[e] 216.86266(6) 157.7562(1) 171.150(8)
B [MHz] 172.04887(8) 169.87179(3) 122.9849(1) 109.1306(1)
C [MHz] 120.62305(4) 112.61724(3) 88.2676(2) 83.43218(9)
DJ [kHz] 0.0033(1) 0.00106(2) 0.0032(3) [0]
DJK [kHz] 0.0834(5) 0.0444(2) @0.008(1) 0.1467(6)
DK [kHz] @0.0673(4) @0.0327(1) 0.0127(7) @2.2(1)
dJ [kHz] 0.00081(6) [0][f] 0.0009(1) [0]
dK [kHz] @0.0233(4) 0.0184(1) [0] [0]
a/b/c[b] n/y/n y/y/y n/n/y y/y/n
N[c] 338 904 190 136
s [kHz][d] 5.3 6.0 7.3 8.0

[a] A, B, and C are the rotational constants; DJ, DJK, DK, dJ, and dK are the
quartic centrifugal distortion constants. [b] a, b, and c are the type of
transitions observed (n: not observed, y : observed). [c] N is the number
of fitted transitions. [d] s is the root-mean square deviation of the fit.
[e] Standard error in parentheses in units of the last digit. [f] Parameters
in square brackets were kept fixed to 0 during the fit.

Table 2. Computed rotational parameters for the complexes discussed (B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP).

DAE-C6H6-I DAE-C6H6-II DAE-C6H5F-II-e DAE-C6F6-I DAE-C6F6-II DAE-C6F6-III

A [MHz][a] 256.0 248.0 220.4 166.3 158.2 173.5
B [MHz] 171.3 175.0 170.5 116.6 124.0 112.9
C [MHz] 121.8 122.2 113.8 86.9 89.0 86.6
jma j / jmb j / jmc j [D][b] 0.5/1.4/0.2 0.2/1.0/0.8 1.4/0.9/1.3 0.7/0.7/0.1 0.3/0.3/0.9 0.8/0.7/0.6
DEZPE [kJ mol@1][c] 0.0 0.4 0.0 3.3 0.0 1.6

[a] A, B, and C are the rotational constants; [b] jma j , jmb j , and jmc j are the absolute values of the dipole moment components; [c] DEZPE are relative ener-
gies with respect to the most stable minimum for each system including zero point correction.
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mc>mb, see Table 2 and Figure S12). The corresponding NCI
analysis shows an almost continuous attraction between DAE

and C6H5F (Figures 1 and S6), with C@H···p, C@H···H-C, and C@
H···F interactions. Thus, the substitution of just one hydrogen

atom with fluorine changes the experimentally observed DAE
docking site, from I in the DAE-C6H6 system to II in the DAE-
C6H5F complex.

Finally, two complexes are observed for DAE-C6F6. The most
intense isomer features only c-type transitions, and its rotation-

al constants and dipole-moment components agree reasonably
well with the lowest-energy isomer DAE-C6F6-II (Tables 1 and
2). The interactions of DAE-C6F6-II are characterized by an ex-
tended surface similar to that of DAE-C6H5F-II-e (Figures 1 and

S7). Full fluorine substitution thus gives rise to a similar pre-
ferred structure as a partial substitution with just one fluorine

atom. The spectral features of the second detected DAE-C6F6

complex show a- and b-type transitions, but all of them consist
of blended lines, as discussed below (Figure S13). As a result,

the A and B rotational constants are highly correlated. The pa-
rameters used in the fit are A and the linear combination

(B++C)/2, from which the values summarized in Table 1 can be
extracted. The good agreement between the experimental and

computed rotational constants (Table 2) and the asymmetry

parameter k (@0.41 experimental, @0.40 computed, Table S5)
leads us to identify the second DAE-C6F6 complex as DAE-C6F6-

III in the experiment. Although mc is similar to ma and mb, no c-
type transitions were observed. Since the a- and b-type transi-

tions appear as blended lines, their intensities are enhanced so
that we can detect them. It must be noted that, computation-

ally, no real minimum for an O-bound isomer could be ob-

tained for DAE-C6F6.
A closer look at the NCI results reveals that for DAE-C6F6-II

quite localized C@H···p and C@H···F interactions are present
(Figures 1 and S7). DAE-C6F6-III shows a more extended interac-

tion surface, in which one of the lone pairs of the oxygen
atom could be involved. There is also a clear C@H···p interac-
tion from one DAE hydrogen atom to the center of the C6F6

ring.
Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT(0)) calcula-

tions[25] were performed to provide insight into the different
binding contributions in each of the DAE complexes. The over-

all interaction energies are of comparable magnitude for the
respective complexes, with the dispersion contribution being

the largest by far, around 70 % of the overall attractive interac-
tion (see Supporting Information for a discussion of the SAPT
results).

At a first glance, the lack of notable structural differences for
the complexes between DAE and C6H6, C6H5F, and C6F6, respec-

tively, is a surprising result. After all, the highly electronegative
fluorine present in a polar covalent C@F bond does not imme-

diately invoke the notion of LD interactions like its C@H coun-

terpart does. However, fluoro-derivatives are indeed capable of
engaging in intermolecular dispersion interactions. For exam-

ple, the binding interaction of the CF4 dimer is stronger than
the analogous CH4 dimer and is for the most part a conse-

quence of electron correlation, pointing towards dispersion ef-
fects.[26] Since attraction between the two CF4 molecules in a

dimer persists even at larger distances, short range interactions
like charge transfer do not appear to be the major source of
the pulling effect.[27]

Over the years a debate was ongoing whether electrostatic

or dispersive factors were predominant in organofluorine sys-
tems, and many insights were achieved by considering the

benzene/hexafluorobenzene pair. Namely, crystal structures of
both C6H6 and C6F6 revealed an expected herringbone pattern,

whereas the C6H6-C6F6 crystal obtained from the corresponding
1:1 mixture had molecules stacked in alternating columns.[27, 28]

Computational studies demonstrated that even though both

dispersion and electrostatic interactions play important roles
for the directionality of the overall arrangement, dispersion is

still the major source of attraction in the C6H6-C6F6 complex. As
in the case of the CF4 dimer, the C6H6-C6F6 complex was com-

puted to have substantial long-range attraction, excluding

charge transfer as a governing influence.[27] This rationale was
extended to other fluorine-containing dimers, with an overall

conclusion that the dimer interaction energy grows almost lin-
early with the number of C@F···F bonds, dominated by the en-

ergetic component ascribed to dispersion, but also noting that
the relative orientation of the molecules participating in such

bonding affects the bond strength as well.[29] It was also found

that F···F electrostatic repulsion, a major concern when consid-
ering complexes with spatially close fluorine atoms, was nei-

ther large nor influential in its contribution to the total com-
plexation energy.[28] Moreover, intermolecular attractions be-

tween fluoroaromatics were actually slightly more attractive
than those of the hydrogen-containing analogues.

Dunitz convincingly demonstrated that dispersion is by far

the most important cohesive contribution for the C6H6 and
C6F6 homodimers as well and that Coulombic energies acting

in those homodimers are not strongly destabilizing, as would
be expected from a point-charge or quadrupole moment

model suggested in the previously mentioned debate.[30]

Dunitz proposed that for these types of systems dispersion of

atoms and molecules can be quantified as a simple ratio of po-

larizability and volume. Recently, Pollice and Chen further de-
veloped this concept by also taking into account linear dimen-
sions of molecules and the spatial distribution of polarizability
therein.[31] Thus, the volume they used was not molecular but
rather an interaction volume, that is, a volume derived from
the interaction distance of the atoms. In this way, the disper-

sion interaction capability of specific atoms in a molecule with
respect to a point in space is properly accounted for. Using
this principle, they confirmed that dispersion effects in per-
fluoroalkane dimers originate mainly from interactions be-
tween the fluorine atoms. Moreover, perfluoroalkanes have a

higher intrinsic ability for intermolecular dispersion than alka-
nes with equal carbon chain length due to influences of both

polarizability and ionization potential, but in practice the over-
all interaction energies are mostly equal because of unsuitable
interaction geometries of perfluoroalkane dimers when com-

pared to analogous alkane dimers. These findings illuminate
why the strength of LD interactions remains comparable in in-

termolecular complexes when introducing fluorine atoms into
the parent structures already prone to LD attraction.
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Going back to our DAE complexes, the oxygen atom of the
DAE is strongly shielded by bulky adamantane subunits, and

this prevents direct oxygen-aromatic ring interaction previous-
ly observed for smaller ethers, like in complexes of dimethyl

ether interacting with a benzene ring or with a hexafluoroben-
zene ring.[32] In the absence of an O···p interaction possibility,

LD remains the only viable intermolecular interaction in the
DAE supramolecular structures under study here, with the hy-
drocarbon bulk being the starting point in the process of com-

plex formation and spatial orientation. It therefore comes as
no surprise that DAE complexes with C6H6, C6H5F, and C6F6 are
structurally so similar, albeit not identical due to the inherently
low directionality of the LD interaction.

In summary, we provide an important new aspect for under-
standing the complex puzzle of fluorine influence in molecular

aggregation. The spectroscopic results focus on the influence

of the degree of fluorine substitution on the intermolecular in-
teractions between a model molecule exhibiting both oxygen-

terminated and hydrogen-terminated areas and substituted
benzene molecules. The observed structures clearly show that

these complexes are dominated by LD interactions, where sev-
eral qualitatively similar binding positions are possible (I, II,

and III). The aromatic partners interact mainly with the hydro-

gen atoms of the DAE methylene groups through dispersive
C@H···p, C@H···F, and C@H···H-C interactions, and the preferred

binding position changes upon partial (C6H5F) or full (C6F6) sub-
stitution, from I in DAE-C6H6 to II in DAE-C6H5F and DAE-C6F6,

and to III in DAE-C6F6. In addition, SAPT(0) computations indi-
cate that H!F substitution in the aromatic ring does not sub-

stantially change the overall nature of the different contribu-

tions to the interaction energies, while the experimentally ob-
served lowest-energy structures change. The computed inter-

action energies for DAE-C6H6-I, DAE-C6H5F-II, DAE-C6F6-II, and
DAE-C6F6-III are of similar magnitudes.

Since the DAE oxygen atom is partly shielded by two bulky
groups, direct electrostatic interactions with the aromatic ring
are prevented. The lowest isomer with the aromatic ring inter-

acting with the oxygen atom is 6.6 kJ mol@1 higher in energy
than the global minimum (DAE-C6H6-O), and no real O-bound

minimum could be obtained for DAE-C6F6. Precluding the pos-
sibility of electrostatic attraction between the ether oxygen

and the aromatic ring due to DAE size and bulkiness, LD inter-
actions take the mantle of being the governing factor in direct-

ing complex formation and spatial arrangement.
Our spectroscopic results at the molecular level in the gas

phase are useful for benchmarking theory to help extrapola-

tions to macromolecules with considerable dispersion contri-
butions. As LD interactions grow pairwise additively, this be-

comes increasingly more important with increasing system
size. Model systems like DAE can help create a structural data-

base for various interactions that can dominate in biological
systems. In this sense, rotational spectroscopy enables the
study of isolated complexes and allows for the analysis of their

intrinsic inter- and intramolecular interactions. This makes it an
ideal tool to discover which interactions prevail in a chemical

environment where different functional groups compete.

Experimental Section and Computational
Details

The rotational spectra were measured using the COMPACT spec-
trometer[18] based on chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave
spectroscopy employing a supersonic molecular jet.[17] A 4 ms chirp-
ed pulse covering the 2–8 GHz frequency range was generated,
amplified with a traveling wave tube amplifier (300 W) and broad-
cast into a high-vacuum chamber. The molecular free induction
decay signal was recorded for about 40 ms in the time domain and
fast Fourier transformed to the frequency domain. A fast-frame
setup of 8 chirped pulses per supersonic expansion was per-
formed.[33] Around 4 million acquisitions were collected for each of
the molecular systems in the time domain and then Fourier trans-
formed. The accuracy in the frequency measurement was estimat-
ed to be better than 10 kHz with a resolution power better than
25 kHz. The spectra of all the complexes were analyzed using a
semirigid rotor Hamiltonian in the A reduction and the Ir represen-
tation.[34]

Benzene and the different fluorobenzenes were purchased and
used without further purification. C6H6 and C6F6 were placed in an
external reservoir before the nozzle to seed the carrier gas (Ne at
3 bar of backing pressure) with their vapor. For C6H5F, a 10 L gas
bottle with a final concentration of 0.25 % C6H5F in Ne was pre-
pared and connected to the gas inlet with a backing pressure of 3
bars. Diadamantyl ether is not commercial ; it was synthesized and
characterized as described in ref. [21] . It was placed in the heatable
reservoir of the pulsed nozzle of our spectrometer and heated to
ca. 180 8C to increase its vapor pressure and thus the number of
molecules in the gas phase. The supersonic jet was formed by the
expansion of the gas mixture through a 1 mm diameter nozzle.

The conformational landscape of each complex was explored
using the GFN-xTB program.[22] The non-redundant structures were
optimized using the B3LYP-D3(BJ) dispersion-corrected density
functional and the def2-TZVP basis set. The energy values present-
ed herein are zero point corrected relative energies. Structure opti-
mizations including harmonic frequencies were performed using
the ORCA package.[35] The lowest-energy complexes optimized at
the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/def2-TZVP level of theory were used as inputs for
the SAPT computations and NCI plots.[24] The SAPT analysis was car-
ried out using the PSI4 package.[25]
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